2023-2024 Vexmen Season:

Who is Vexmen?
The Vexmen are an approved non-profit competitive robotics travel team. Our mission is to provide a creative learning environment where students can leverage robotics to employ practical applications on STEM concepts in a Team atmosphere.

When do teams meet?
Teams meet from September through March, once a week on weeknights from 6:30 to 8:30PM at our location in the Exton Mall (between Sears and Boscovs) to design and build their robot. Additional meeting times (including weekends) will become available as the season progresses.

When do teams compete?
Pennsylvania qualifying Vex Robotics Competitions are all-day events on multiple Saturdays between early-December and early-March. Parents will be responsible for food and transportation at each event.

What is the cost to join?
Our Fees range between $325 - $375 per IQ Student and $625 - $675 per VRC student. (Plus $25 for team shirt) The registration fee covers most robot parts, event registration fees, tools, and club overhead expenses such as insurance and facilities usage costs.

How do I join the Vexmen?
Please use the QR code below to fill in your information. Someone will contact you this coming Summer for the open house.
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